
 

Abstract: 
A major challenge in the design, fabrication, and erection of steel bridges and buildings is the connection between 

members. Designers typically develop a structural form, and then design connectors to meet geometric and structural demands. 
However, this leads to complicated connections that are difficult and expensive to fabricate. Each connection is often unique, 
further complicating the fabrication and erection.  

 
To address this challenge, this research presents a new approach to modular construction using (1) a modular joint 

designed for ease of fabrication and erection and (2) an adjustable bolted steel plate connection. Specifically, a two-dimensional 
(2D) modular joint for planar structures and a three-dimensional (3D) modular joint for spatial structures have been developed. 
The modular joints are steel nodal connectors comprised of a weldment/built up section of webs and flanges that includes a 
starter segment for each connecting member. They join standard rolled wide flange sections through the adjustable bolted steel 
plate connection. The adjustable bolted steel plate connection is a slip-critical, double shear, splice connection that can join 
members at a range of angles as well as adjust in-situ to achieve additional angles or compensate for erection and fabrication 
tolerances. The connection is comprised of plates that are cold bent by press brake to a specific set of angles. Adjustability is 
achieved by further cold bending the plates in the field through bolt tightening. As flanges and webs are connected independently 
through these splice connections, a moment-resisting connection is formed. This provides flexural stiffness for truss-like, 
membrane-like or beam-like behavior and enables the structure to tolerate member loss. Combined, the modular joint and the 
adjustable bolted steel plate connection form a “kit-of-parts” type approach, where members are standard sections and 
prefabricated modular joints can be repeated throughout a single structure and also used for many different structures. This 
presentation will feature numerical and experimental research into the behavior of the modular joint and the adjustable bolted 
steel plate connection. 
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